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YEAR 4 Power point 2010 - Spelling checking 

Introduction 

 

If you're worried about making mistakes when you type, don't be. PowerPoint provides you with 
several proofing features that will help you produce professional, error-free presentations. In this 
lesson, you will learn about the various proofing features, including the Spelling tool. 

To make your slide show appear professional, you'll want to make sure it is free 
from spelling errors. PowerPoint has several options for checking your spelling. You can run a 
spell check, or you can allow PowerPoint to check your spelling automatically as you type. 

To run a spell check: 

1. Go to the Review tab. 

2. Click the Spelling command. 

 

3. The Spelling dialog box will open. For each error in your presentation, 
PowerPoint will try to offer one or more suggestions. You can select a suggestion 
and then click Change to correct the error. 



 

4. If no appropriate suggestions are given, you can manually type the correct 
spelling and then click Change. 
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The following activities will be done on Microsoft excel, and then try 
challenge questions! 

 

 

If you have any kind of question let me know, 

  0947428220 

  wakenagetacho@gmail.com 

 

I miss you so much!! Stay blessed and safe!  

Love you all! 
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Edit a Formula 
When you select a cell, Excel shows the value or formula of the cell in the 

formula bar. 

 

1. To edit a formula, click in the formula bar and change the formula. 

 

2. Press Enter. 

 

Operator Precedence 
Excel uses a default order in which calculations occur. If a part of the 

formula is in parentheses, that part will be calculated first. It then 

performs multiplication or division calculations. Once this is complete, 

Excel will add and subtract the remainder of your formula. See the example 

below. 
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First, Excel performs multiplication (A1 * A2). Next, Excel adds the value of 

cell A3 to this result. 

Another example, 

 

First, Excel calculates the part in parentheses (A2+A3). Next, it multiplies 

this result by the value of cell A1. 

Copy/Paste a Formula 
When you copy a formula, Excel automatically adjusts the cell references for 

each new cell the formula is copied to. To understand this, execute the 

following steps. 

1. Enter the formula shown below into cell A4. 

 

2a. Select cell A4, right click, and then click Copy (or press CTRL + c)... 
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...next, select cell B4, right click, and then click Paste under 'Paste 

Options:' (or press CTRL + v). 

 

2b. You can also drag the formula to cell B4. Select cell A4, click on the 

lower right corner of cell A4 and drag it across to cell B4. This is much 

easier and gives the exact same result! 

 

Result. The formula in cell B4 references the values in column B. 
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The following activities will be done on Microsoft excel. 

 

If you have any kind of question let me know, 

  0947428220 

  wakenagetacho@gmail.com 

 

I miss you so much!! Stay blessed and safe!  

Love you all! 

 
  



Copy/Paste a Formula 
When you copy a formula, Excel automatically adjusts the cell references for 

each new cell the formula is copied to. To understand this, execute the 

following steps. 

1. Enter the formula shown below into cell A4. 

 

2a. Select cell A4, right click, and then click Copy (or press CTRL + c)... 

 

...next, select cell B4, right click, and then click Paste under 'Paste 

Options:' (or press CTRL + v). 

 

2b. You can also drag the formula to cell B4. Select cell A4, click on the 

lower right corner of cell A4 and drag it across to cell B4. This is much 

easier and gives the exact same result! 



 

Result. The formula in cell B4 references the values in column B. 

 

Insert a Function 
Every function has the same structure. For example, SUM(A1:A4). The name of 

this function is SUM. The part between the brackets (arguments) means we give 

Excel the range A1:A4 as input. This function adds the values in cells A1, 

A2, A3 and A4. It's not easy to remember which function and which arguments 

to use for each task. Fortunately, the Insert Function feature in Excel helps 

you with this. 

To insert a function, execute the following steps. 

1. Select a cell. 

2. Click the Insert Function button. 

 

The 'Insert Function' dialog box appears. 



3. Search for a function or select a function from a category. For example, 

choose COUNTIF from the Statistical category. 

 

4. Click OK. 

The 'Function Arguments' dialog box appears. 

5. Click in the Range box and select the range A1:C2. 

6. Click in the Criteria box and type >5. 

7. Click OK. 



 

Result. The COUNTIF function counts the number of cells that are greater than 

5. 

 

Note: instead of using the Insert Function feature, simply type 

=COUNTIF(A1:C2,">5"). When you arrive at: =COUNTIF( instead of typing A1:C2, 

simply select the range A1:C2. 
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The following Two pages are the code you write and practice the 
challenge questions! 

 

 

If you have any kind of question let me know, 

  0947428220 

  wakenagetacho@gmail.com 

 

I miss you so much!! Stay blessed and safe!  

Love you all! 
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Increment and Decrement Operators 

C++ also provides increment and decrement operators: ++ and --
 respectively. ++ increases the value of the operand by 1, while -- decreases it 
by 1. 
For example, 

int	num	=	5;	
//	increasing	num	by	1	
++num;	

Here, the value of num gets increased to 6 from its initial value of 5. 
Example 2: Increment and Decrement Operators 

//	Working	of	increment	and	decrement	operators	
	
#include	<iostream>	
using	namespace	std;	
	
int	main()	{	
				int	a	=	10,	b	=	100,	result_a,	result_b;	
	
				//	incrementing	a	by	1	and	storing	the	result	in	result_a	
				result_a	=	++a;	
				cout	<<	"result_a	=	"	<<	result_a	<<	endl;	
				//	decrementing	b	by	1	and	storing	the	result	in	result_b				
				result_b	=	--b;	
				cout	<<	"result_b	=	"	<<	result_b	<<	endl;	
	
				return	0;	
}	

Output 

result_a	=	11	
result_b	=	99	
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In the above program, we used ++ and -- operator as prefixes. We can also 
use these operators as postfix. 
There is a slight difference when these operators are used as a prefix versus 
when they are used as a postfix. 

	

Example: Program to Multiply Two Integers 

#include	<iostream>	
using	namespace	std;	
	
int	main()	
{	
				int	firstNumber,	secondNumber,	multOfTwoNumbers;	
					
				cout	<<	"Enter	two	integers:	";	
				cin	>>	firstNumber	>>	secondNumber;	
	
				//	sum	of	two	numbers	in	stored	in	variable	sumOfTwoNumbers	
				multOfTwoNumbers	=	firstNumber	*	secondNumber;	
	
				//	Prints	sum		
				cout	<<	firstNumber	<<	"	*	"	<<		secondNumber	<<	"	=	"	<<	multOfTwoNumbers;						
	
				return	0;	
}	

Output 

Enter	two	integers:	4	
5	
4	*	5	=	20	

 

Challenge Practice!  

1. Write	a	code	to	increase	an	inserted	number	by	2.	
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2. Write	a	code	to	decrease	an	inserted	number	by	2.	
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The following three pages are the code you write and practice the 
challenge questions! 

 

 

If you have any kind of question let me know, 

  0947428220 

  wakenagetacho@gmail.com 

 

I miss you so much!! Stay blessed and safe!  
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C++ while and do...while Loop 
Loops are used in programming to repeat a specific block of code. In this 
article, you will learn to create while and do...while loops in C++ programming. 

In computer programming, loop repeats a certain block of code until some end 
condition is met. 

There are 3 type of loops in C++ Programming: 

• for Loop 
• while Loop 

• do...while Loop 

 

C++ while Loop 

The syntax of a while loop is: 

while	(testExpression)		

{	

					//	codes			

}	

where, testExpression is checked on each entry of the while loop. 
 

How while loop works? 

• The while loop evaluates the test expression. 

• If the test expression is true, codes inside the body of while loop is evaluated. 
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• Then, the test expression is evaluated again. This process goes on until the 
test expression is false. 

• When the test expression is false, while loop is terminated. 

 
Flowchart of while Loop 

 

 

Example 1: C++ while Loop 

//	C++	Program	to	compute	factorial	of	a	number	
//	Factorial	of	n	=	1*2*3...*n	
	
#include	<iostream>	
using	namespace	std;	
	
int	main()	 
{	
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				int	number,	i	=	1,	factorial	=	1;	
	
				cout	<<	"Enter	a	positive	integer:	";	
				cin	>>	number;	
					
				while	(	i	<=	number)	{	
								factorial	*=	i;						//factorial	=	factorial	*	i;	
								++i;	
				}	
	
				cout<<"Factorial	of	"<<	number	<<"	=	"<<	factorial;	
				return	0;	
}	

Output 

Enter	a	positive	integer:	4	
Factorial	of	4	=	24 

In this program, user is asked to enter a positive integer which is stored in 
variable number. Let's suppose, user entered 4. 
Then, the while loop starts executing the code. Here's how while loop works: 

1. Initially, i	=	1, test expression i	<=	number is true and factorial becomes 1. 
2. Variable i is updated to 2, test expression is true, factorial becomes 2. 
3. Variable i is updated to 3, test expression is true, factorial becomes 6. 
4. Variable i is updated to 4, test expression is true, factorial becomes 24. 
5. Variable i is updated to 5, test expression is false and while loop is 

terminated. 
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The following three pages are the code you write and practice the 
challenge questions! 

 

 

If you have any kind of question let me know, 

  0947428220 

  wakenagetacho@gmail.com 

 

I miss you so much!! Stay blessed and safe!  
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C++ while and do...while Loop 
Loops are used in programming to repeat a specific block of code. In this 
article, you will learn to create while and do...while loops in C++ programming. 

In computer programming, loop repeats a certain block of code until some end 
condition is met. 

There are 3 type of loops in C++ Programming: 

• for Loop 
• while Loop 

• do...while Loop 

 

C++ while Loop 

The syntax of a while loop is: 

while	(testExpression)		

{	

					//	codes			

}	

where, testExpression is checked on each entry of the while loop. 
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How while loop works? 

• The while loop evaluates the test expression. 

• If the test expression is true, codes inside the body of while loop is evaluated. 

• Then, the test expression is evaluated again. This process goes on until the 
test expression is false. 

• When the test expression is false, while loop is terminated. 

 

Flowchart of while Loop 
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Example 1: C++ while Loop 

//	C++	Program	to	compute	factorial	of	a	number	
//	Factorial	of	n	=	1*2*3...*n	
	
#include	<iostream>	
using	namespace	std;	
	
int	main()		
{	
				int	number,	i	=	1,	factorial	=	1;	
	
				cout	<<	"Enter	a	positive	integer:	";	
				cin	>>	number;	
					
				while	(	i	<=	number)	{	
								factorial	*=	i;						//factorial	=	factorial	*	i;	
								++i;	
				}	
	
				cout<<"Factorial	of	"<<	number	<<"	=	"<<	factorial;	
				return	0;	
}	

Output 

Enter	a	positive	integer:	4	
Factorial	of	4	=	24	

In this program, user is asked to enter a positive integer which is stored in 
variable number. Let's suppose, user entered 4. 
Then, the while loop starts executing the code. Here's how while loop works: 

1. Initially, i	=	1, test expression i	<=	number is true and factorial becomes 1. 
2. Variable i is updated to 2, test expression is true, factorial becomes 2. 
3. Variable i is updated to 3, test expression is true, factorial becomes 6. 
4. Variable i is updated to 4, test expression is true, factorial becomes 24. 
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5. Variable i is updated to 5, test expression is false and while loop is 
terminated. 

 

C++ do...while Loop 

The do...while loop is a variant of the while loop with one important difference. 
The body of do...while loop is executed once before the test expression is 
checked. 

The syntax of do..while loop is: 

do	{	

			//	codes;	

}	

while	(testExpression);	

 

How do...while loop works? 

• The codes inside the body of loop is executed at least once. Then, only the 
test expression is checked. 

• If the test expression is true, the body of loop is executed. This process 
continues until the test expression becomes false. 

• When the test expression is false, do...while loop is terminated. 
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Flowchart of do...while Loop 

 

 

Example 2: C++ do...while Loop 

//	C++	program	to	add	numbers	until	user	enters	0	
	
#include	<iostream>	
using	namespace	std;	
	
int	main()		
{	
				int	number,	sum	=	0;	
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				do	{	
								cout<<"Enter	a	number:	";	
								cin>>number;	
								sum	+=	number;	
				}	
				while(number	!=	0);	
	
				cout<<"Total	sum	=	"<<sum;	
					
				return	0;	
}	

Output 

Enter	a	number:	2	
Enter	a	number:	3	
Enter	a	number:	4	
Enter	a	number:	-4	
Enter	a	number:	2	
Enter	a	number:	4	
Enter	a	number:	2	
Enter	a	number:	0	

	


